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Extended installation of Parans system in Spain
Parans has in a villa in Granada, Spain, installed one more Parans system. The
customer’s previous system, SP3, has now been supplemented with a SP4-system.
The diffused Parans luminaire spreads the healthy natural light throughout the day in
the basement Spa.

The villa is a private residence, situated in a dense part of Granada, and several parts of the
villa has limited access to natural light. Previously the customer has installed a Parans system of the third product generation, SP3, that spreads the light in the kitchen. Now the
fourth generation of the Parans system, SP4, has been installed on the roof. Approximately
40 meters long cables leads the light five floors down to the basement and the spa of the
villa. The diffused luminaire Pure Light spreads the light in a pleasant way. Via the dynamic
light during the day the room gets a clear connection to the outside, even five floors down.
- This customer has been very satisfied with the first installation, but at the time for the first
installation it was not possible to lead the light all the way down to the basement, says Anders Koritz, CEO at Parans. Now with SP4, it is possible for the customer to lead the sunlight
40 meters down in the villa. It is always nice with returning customers!
For more information, please contact:
Anders Koritz, CEO at Parans Solar Lighting AB (publ), phone +46 733 211635, anders.koritz@parans.com www.parans.com
About Parans Solar Lighting AB (publ)
Parans Solar Lighting offers sunlight for indoor environments through an innovative system that captures and leads the rays
of the sun. Parans, which developed and patented the technology, turns mainly to property owners, architects and larger
employers worldwide. Parans Solar Lighting is quoted on Spotlight Stock Market and has office in Mölndal, Sweden.
How the Parans system work: https://youtu.be/eflcbj2lpWo

